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ON THE ISSUE OF IMPLEMENTATION
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC AND OPTICAL
DOMINANTS IN KRASNOAYRSKI KRAY
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Petrov I.M., Vohmin M.A.

Krasnoyarsk

 Communication facilities up-to-date development is
characterized by wide-spread adoption of mobile systems.
This process has been developing so fast that the number
of mobile phones users has increased by tens of millions
against zero for latest fifteen years. At the same time the
network of base stations is constantly spreading out too:
nowadays the mean number of base stations in big cities
amounts to thousands. As a rule all  these stations appear
and then are located spontaneously, chaotically, without
any suitability or system. In consequence of free wild
competition we often have such a situation when base
stations of different companies or corporations are si-
tuated side by side or in a row. The only reason for their
choice is quite clear: every company tries to be the first to
occupy surroundings with minimum quantity of obstacles
in signals ways in order to spread and extend signals
throughout  the  maximum  area  or  space.  We  have  the
same tendencies (when we operate optical waveband sys-
tems of communications or beacons).

Proceeding from above mentioned it’s evident –
there are some geographical points or zones in any region
or district which represent themselves the best or the
worst conditions for setting receiver/transmitters and their
propagations. It’s quite obvious: today we have an extra
need in implementation of electromagnetic and optical

geographical dominants as well as the notion of the refer-
ence level which is considered to be the universal starting
point of counting out. These notions must be defined as
national state resources. The next action should be creat-
ing of legislation regulating the use of these sorts of re-
sources. The second direction of this question solution
should be researching and making up of electromagnetic
geographical maps and optical bands maps.

Forthcoming creation  of  such maps  is  an  urgent  ne-
cessity of nowadays, that is directly connected with prob-
lems of ecology and environmental conditions. The nega-
tive influence of electromagnetic waves in bands of given
communication facilities upon human health must be stu-
died and taken into account equally with other perilous
environmental (permanent or transitory) factors. Taking
into consideration mass and total way of mobile systems’
adoption and spreading in places of pressure population
density, an extra registration of electromagnetic and opti-
cal components in General Ecological Legislation as well
as creation of environmental maps have become an urgent
need today. It’s necessary to take every measure quickly
and decisively because communication facilities are stea-
dily making progress (the number of mobile-phone users
is also rapidly increasing day by day). Up-to-date ecolog-
ical legislation is rather poor, its improvement and gain-
ing  currency  is  the  first  step  to  fulfil  the  tasks  we  have
changed ourselves with.
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